
Goodbye “traditional translators”, TAKEASY
starts a new time!
TAKEASY is the first one-to-one instant live human translation app. 

WHUAN, HUBEI, CHINA, April 22, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- For travelers, students, business
people and others, a simple translation app is now available to carry out translations on smartphones.
The app is available for both Android and iOS platforms, and it supports multiple languages, including
English, French, German, Russian, Korean, Spanish, Japanese, Chinese and Portuguese. The
instant translate app could be a necessary translation tool for anyone visiting a foreign country. It can
help a person to communicate effectively in a foreign land by instantly translating words and
sentences from a foreign language into the person’s native language.

The app has been designed to offer live human translation that can be effective in one to one
translation and while communicating with others in a foreign language. It is aimed at making people
speak their own language anytime and anywhere. It can translate texts, pictures and audio, allowing
an individual to gain a complete control on a foreign language for an effective communication. One
just needs to download this useful mobile application and install it onto their mobile phone. Make an
online free call to connect our translators!

In the modern times, more and more people are traveling to foreign countries for vacations or
business purposes. The unfamiliarity of a foreign language often comes as a barrier for people to
enjoy their vacation or when it comes to close a business deal. TAKEASY could prove one of the
important language barrier solutions that one can easily use to overcome the difficulty of a foreign
language. The app can translate anything that one fails to understand, which may include the food
menu, local signage or anything else. For many, it’s a handy tool to overcome the obstacle of not
knowing a foreign language.

With TAKEASY installed on a mobile, a person doesn’t need the services of a translator or an
interpreter to read and understand a contract written in a foreign language. The mobile application
does all the translation tasks. The user only needs to register TKAEASY and points the translation
needs, and our online translator will finish your problems in seconds. It can help save both time and
money for a traveler, shopper or a businessman in a foreign country.

You can try our free translation services by click “Test service” and “Free trial”. The good news is that
the translation service in TAKEASY is on big sale. To know more details, you can download the app
from Google Play Store and Apple App Store or visit the official website http://www.itakeeasy.com/.

About TAKEASY

Takeasy is a mobile app, providing human translation services for people travelling abroad. The app
provides real-time translation services to users around the world with an initial focus of providing on-
demand translation services. The mobile app supports several languages and is available for both
Android and iOS platforms.
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